
MAD SKILLS
"You need to know how to connect with
people, to listen to them, and
understand their needs."

WHERE ARE THE FAVORITE
PROJECTS THAT YOU'VE

WORKED ON? 
"The first Magic card set that I got to lead was
Future Sight back in 2006.  Being a design lead on a
set of Magic cards that is based on the future was a
challenging and cool experience.  Of course, I
always love many of the individual Magic cards that
I've helped bring to life.  When we introduced a
new type of card to Magic, Planeswalkers, being a
part of that team will always be special to me.  Most
recently I've lead projects such as bringing Godzilla
and Dracula into the world of Magic.  To bring the
iconic characters that I've loved since childhood to
my favorite game is a dream come true!"

GAMING PRODUCT ARCHITECT
MIKE TURIAN
When Mike was at Mt. Lebanon High School he had no
idea what career he wanted to pursue.  But, he
always loved playing games.   Mike has a Bachelor's
degree in Communications which has come in handy in
his roles at Wizards of the Coast where much of his
job is "sharing the vision of projects so that hundreds
of people can understand what the goals are and how
we are going to accomplish them." Mike's advice to
young people is to find out what you are passionate
about and do that a lot.  When you are joining a
career field that so many people are passionate about,
like making games, you need to dive in and really push
yourself to work at it and increase your level of
expertise.  

HOW DID YOU GET INVOLVED
IN GAME PRODCUT DESIGN?

"I always loved playing games and I like to connect with
people.  I've played a lot of games, especially Magic and I
began competing in tournaments.  I was a Magic Pro Tour

Competitor for six years.  When my college buddy got a job
at Wizards of the Coast, I realized that I could get paid for
playing games. I've been with the company for quite a few

years and been in multiple roles and on different teams. 
 One guiding factor in my work is a tip that has stuck with

me - people won't always remember what you do, but they
will always remember how you make them feel."   

most challenging...
"WORKING ON PROJECTS THAT TAKE MORE
THAN 18 MONTHS TO BE RELEASED IS A LONG
TIME TO WAIT FOR FEEDBACK!  IT'S EXCITING
IN THE MOMENT, BUT OUR TIMELINES FOR
MAKING CARDS IS QUITE LONG."

best part...
"YOU CAN THINK ABOUT AN OPPPORTUNITY
OR A CHALLENGE AND THEN CREATE
SOMETHING TO FILL THAT NEED."

 FIELD OF VIEW

Hometown: Pittsburgh, PA


